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LEDs & ENERGY MANAGEMENT O&M SAVINGS FROM
SYSTEMS AT NORTHWESTERN LAB UTILITIES

POINTS WHEN CONSIDERING
A LIGHTING UPGRADE

by Joe Popely
Northwestern University’s outdoor lighting
planning has been streamlined, with phase one
of a two-part project to replace Northwestern’s
exterior lighting with high-efficient LED light
fixtures, which will be completed in September.

by Summer Albergotti
Even with the wide variety of campus needs,
there are a few guidelines that will help facility
managers and contractors when considering a
lighting upgrade for their classrooms or other
essential campus buildings.

by Peter Coffey
Campus laboratories are equipment-intensive,
water-intensive, and energy-intensive, which means
they are also expensive to operate and maintain,
but there are measures to take for cost-savings and
improving the lab’s operating efficiencies.
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THE DANDELION PROJECT AT LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
by Rachel Clevenger
In addition to playing an integral role in developing the Mechanical Engineering program, Dr. Hector
Medina of Liberty University is known around campus for an innovative, multi-disciplinary, academically
challenging, and engaging new project. involving undergraduate students designing and building
dandelion-like flying robots.
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PRESENTATION TECHNOLOGIES 101
by Gina Sansivero
Both projectors and flat-panel displays (monitors, LED displays, TVs) are strong choices for specific
types of classroom configurations, each providing benefits that can only be considered when the primary
use of the room is well-defined.
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GYM MUST-HAVES FOR ADVANCED OR ATHLETIC TRAINING
by Mike Grillo

When outfitting a higher education facility for advanced trainees and/or athletic training, private
colleges and universities want to be certain they have specific pieces of equipment to ensure an inviting
atmosphere for their goals.
Cover photo courtesy of Liberty University
pupnmag.com
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EDITOR’S LETTER
Interviewing brilliant and innovative professors from across the U.S. is one of the best parts of my job
every month, but I must admit that I often grow a little intimidated when the nominated professor
specializes in mathematics or the sciences. While I appreciate the advancements that have brought about
medical innovations and new technologies, as far as I’m concerned, my iPhone works by some sort of
magic, the details of which are unnecessary.
Of course, this is the brilliance of faculty members from private colleges and universities. They are accustomed to helping everyone understand complicated and complex ideas, whether it’s a student they notice
is being left behind in a class discussion or an interviewer with an academic background that is radically
different from their own. I marvel sometimes at how we can connect, even when we are speaking different
academic languages.
In this month’s interview, Dr. Hector Medina vividly described sitting in his backyard and watching a
plant he’d never seen before slowly float past him as though moving on gel. Originally from Venezuela,
Medina had never seen a dandelion, and he was fascinated by its structure and its movement. I loved
imagining that moment, where a scholar notices something that no one else has noticed before and
immediately starts recognizing the possibilities—because that is something all academics have in
common, regardless of their discipline or where they are in the process, from tenured professors to
first-year students taking core courses.
I think this is one of the reasons why I always enjoyed that moment in a classroom when students finally
recognized that asking them to critically analyze something in popular culture—a movie or tv show, or
short story or a book, or a video game or popular social networking tool—was not synonymous with
criticizing those things. Particularly with popular forms of entertainment, like films or social media or
gaming, there was often an extreme initial push-back in the form of phrases like these: “Why can’t we just
watch something to enjoy it? I don’t want to use my brain when I’m not in school—this (fill-in-the-blank
activity) is supposed to be fun and relaxing. Why do professors have to constantly tear something apart?
Not everything has to mean something.”
Then, there was (almost) always that lightbulb moment that educators wait for—that instant when the
young scholar recognizes that critically analyzing something doesn’t mean criticizing it—that those are
completely different tasks. They recognize that being sponges who absorb what surrounds them without
thought or analysis is what non-thinking people do, and non-thinking people are certainly not enjoying
something more because they completely turn off their brains; they are enjoying and appreciating it far
less because it is only happening around them, not within them.
Just like I made it a mission to help some students get over a nearly paralyzing dread of semicolons, I
helped them move out of their brain paralysis to recognize that the acts of categorizing and decoding and
analyzing only enhance the enjoyment of whatever they do for “downtime.” That is a skill that they will
share with students of any discipline, and that’s why our graduates will be able to find jobs more easily,
be more likely to keep jobs they earn, and be first in line for promotions and advancement—because they
have been trained to never turn off their brains, even in their off time.
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Their critical thinking skills will be second nature—no longer deemed the necessary evil of academic
“work” that should remain in the classroom, something viewed as a series of hoops that lead them
ultimately toward a sheet of paper, an intellectual finish line signifying that they are done with these pesky
academic efforts that include thinking, analyzing, decoding, deconstructing, and building meaning. It’s
how they become the lifelong learners that we all are, and we’ve never needed these dedicated learners more.
Many of those who were never taught critical thinking skills, or at least chose not to regularly practice
those skills, are showing up across the media now, in both popular and professional outlets, and they are
doing us no favors as a culture. It’s more important than ever to teach students ways to critically analyze
and constantly deconstruct everything they come across in a day, whether at work or at play, to seek
meaning. They will soon recognize that the ability to analyze will be on par with a superpower when they
are being compared to their co-workers and colleagues.

Rachel James Clevenger, M.Ed., PhD
Editor-in-Chief, PUPN MAG
Private University Products and News Magazine
rachel@pupnmag.com
Toll free: 800-705-5280, press 1
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Hector Medina, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering at Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia. In addition
to playing an integral role in developing the Mechanical Engineering
program, and exhaustive research and data compilation in order to
determine the strongest pedagogical approaches in engineering education,
Medina has caught his students’ attention via a fascinating project:
He had students design, manufacture, operate, and control a series
of ten dandelion-like flying robots, where they not only learned
about multiple aspects of the design-manufacturing-implementation
journey, but they also had the opportunity to work and learn
together in multidisciplinary teams.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

by Rachel Clevenger

The Dandelion Project at Liberty University
A Hybrid Degree and
Groundbreaking Research
After earning his B.S. in Engineering from
the Colorado School of the Mines, Medina
completed his M.S. and Ph.D. in Mechanical
and Nuclear Engineering from the Virginia
Commonwealth University. Among his many
scholarly interests, he has used computer
modeling, analytical methods, and experimental
methods to conduct interdisciplinary research
on solid and fluid mechanics, as well as mechatronic systems, studying—among other topics—
the mechanics of bio-systems and biomaterials,
fracture mechanics of surfaces with arbitrary
topography, mechanical behavior of soft actuators
and sensors, and fluid-structure interactions.
Applications of his research include soft
robotics, sustainability of mechanical systems,
and biomedicine, as well as a multitude of
other potential applications, both practical and
theoretical. Having a hybrid degree in Mechanical
and Nuclear Engineering, Medina has also
conducted experimental research experience
on Nuclear Radiation Detection. As well as
having research published in leading journals in
the field—such as Polymer, Applied Mechanics
Reviews, and the International Journal of Solids
and Structures—Medina is constantly developing
new methods for improving the pedagogical tools
for engineering education research, particularly
via metacognitive skills development.
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Medina explains that he was drawn to
Liberty University because of what Liberty
offered in terms of both a challenge and an
opportunity—he could be a “driving force”
in designing a program from its earliest stages.
At Liberty, his time, energy, and passion have
been invested in three primary areas: his
teaching and using meticulously gathered data
to improve pedagogical choices for engineering
education, his scholarship and its multiple
applications, and extensive curriculum design
for the Mechanical Engineering program.
Though Engineering at Liberty is yet to start
a graduate program, Medina does not hesitate
to assign his undergraduate students challenging
and demanding work; however, despite the degree
of difficulty, students are instantly engaged by
the sheer novelty and creativity of the projects
they will be working on. He notes that new
students are excited by the prospect and then,
once they realize the level of work required,
they grow a bit overwhelmed and intimidated
by the scope of the project. Ultimately, he adds,
“students are very, very excited.”

Encountering a Dandelion
Medina was enjoying his time in his backyard
one day when a small plant floated past,
seemingly dancing on air. Intrigued by its
movement and the way it seemed capable of
motorless and engineless flight, he studied

the plant and decided to bring it to his lab
to examine it more closely. Originally from
Venezuela, Medina had never before encountered a dandelion, though a colleague in the
lab filled him in on the background of the root
that so many of us see every day but don’t really
notice. He marveled at the way it seemed to
move like an object moves in space, as though
it were “floating on gel or honey.” This ignited
his research on the flying mechanics of dandelions. Dr. Medina's research on dandelions,
might have a number of potential applications, in agriculture, smart delivery, and even
sustainable flights that could assist future space
travel and exploration.
In a project that has proven to be exciting to
students and faculty alike, students are building
flying, dandelion-shaped mechanisms, learning
how the robot’s flight is dependent on multiple
factors, including updraft and windspeed.
Obviously, though using the dandelion's natural
movements and fluidity as inspiration, students
were challenged to build something much
larger than a dandelion. Though working from
the same basic structure nature created, they
developed a dandelion-shaped robot and added
a motor to mimic the movement but give it more
power. Liberty, seeing the potential immediately, awarded Medina an Illuminate grant, so
he could pursue the project in more depth.
pupnmag.com

In the first phase, they built five robots.
Students used 3D modeling software to design
the robots, and then they used 3D printers to
produce the models. Then, they collaborated
with Computer Engineering students to create
a breadboard in order to add propellers and
motors. In the next phase, they will take the
developed breadboard and arrange to have
it designed off-campus to mimic the same
functionality but in a microchip, so they can
take the devices wireless.
Students aren’t the only ones excited by the
dandelion robotics either. Medina notes that
when you see “grown-ups” who are entertained
by a project, he’s certain that students will be
just as enthusiastic. Mr. David Donahoo, Dean
of School of Engineering and Computational
Sciences, notes, “Dr. Medina’s research into the
characteristics of dandelion flight is a unique and
fascinating examination on the efficiencies and
effectiveness of this creation. It has potential
to significantly impact the body of knowledge
of flight. As such, by bringing this into our
classroom, his student projects provide an
eye-opening discovery process for our students.”
pupnmag.com

In a project that has proven to be exciting to students and faculty alike,
students are building flying, dandelion-shaped mechanisms, learning
how the robot’s flight is dependent on multiple factors, including updraft
and windspeed. Obviously, students had to build something larger than a
dandelion after they grasped the dandelion’s natural movements and fluidity.

Self-Regulated Learners and the
Mechanical Engineering Program
At Liberty, Medina has taken a leading
role in the development of the Mechanical
Engineering Program, including initiating
improvements of curriculum design, development of course syllabi, and even support of
laboratory setup. While Medina acknowledges
this process can be “demanding,” and it’s a “sort
of dance” of working with multiple faculty and
staff in order to follow the “prescription of the

accreditation board,” he’s found the ongoing
process to be rewarding as well—in his own
classroom and in watching the larger program
grow and develop.
Medina notes that he has long been
intrigued by understanding how students
learn. He constantly asks himself, “What are
they perceiving? What are students decoding?
What are they thinking about when they
are learning?” This interest led him to study
metacognitive techniques to improve the
pedagogical tools for engineering education.
AUGUST 2017 9

Spotlight continued

He is constantly collecting data—from lab
reports, from exams, from self-assessments, and
from reflections and projections on students’
own performance. He does weekly Metacognitive Assessments so learners can reflect on each
previous assignment. They are asked about the
resources they used; additionally, they are asked
about how they approach their own learning,
and they are questioned about the ways they can
take steps to improve their own performance.
Noting that every course in the mechanical
engineering program has had Medina’s
“handprint” on it—something he considers
an impressive accomplishment for any faculty
member—Dean Donahoo shares, “Dr. Medina
was our first residential mechanical engineering
faculty member. As such we have relied on him
to examine our curriculum, and plug any gaps
in our initial design. He continues to lead our
mechanical engineering team as we enter our
fourth year.” Medina has partnered with Liberty’s
Center for Teaching Excellence, as he continues
his goal toward creating “self-regulated learners.”
In working toward optimizing assessments,

Life in the fast lane
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Spotlight continued

Medina hopes to answer the question: “What
are the elements of a self-regulated learner?” He
also hopes these are techniques and skills they
will continue to develop as they, ideally, become
lifelong learners.
In studying both qualitative and quantitative
data, he explains that the process has been
a “fascinating learning experience” for him,
one that has helped him to improve his own
techniques and to constantly determine how to
best measure student learning outcomes.
Medina is a lifelong learner in practice as well,
noting that an instructor, like his students, is
always evolving. He concludes, “Any living thing
has to grow. If I am stagnant, I am dead.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James
Clevenger, editor of PUPN MAG, earned her
B.A and M.Ed. degrees from Mississippi College.
After finishing her PhD in Composition and
Rhetoric, she taught and served as the University
Writing Center Director for Birmingham Southern College
and University of Alabama at Birmingham.
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TEACHING AND TECHNOLOGY

Presentation Technologies 101
Until recently the cost of large flat-panels for classroom use was
prohibitive, making projectors the preferred presentation technology
for most colleges and universities. Now, as monitor prices continue
to drop, schools are questioning their traditional or standard classroom technology. Both projectors and flat-panel displays (monitors,
LED displays, TVs) are strong choices for specific types of classroom
configurations, each providing benefits that can only be considered
when the primary use of the room is well-defined.
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By Gina Sansivero

Cost vs. Image Size
Above 70 inches, projectors offer a better value of product
cost for image size. That means, in auditoriums, large classrooms, multi-purpose rooms, etc. a projector is more often
the preferred technology. In smaller classrooms, conference
rooms, group study spaces and in specialty environments,
the cost of a flat panel is low enough and the quality is high
enough that they become the best option. When calculating
the total cost of ownership of a projector (TCO= product,
accessories, maintenance over the lifecycle of the product),
which will include screens, filters and lamps, we find that
projectors are still less costly than 70”+ monitors. Simply put,
when comparing cost and screen size, projectors typically
win--at larger sizes.
However, the calculation isn’t always that easy. Richard
Derbyshire, Consultant Relationship Manager at Christie
Digital, reminds us that “when viewing distance increases, so
does the cost of image size for both projection and flat-panel
displays.” Additionally, there are more pieces to a display
puzzle than just the size. While the general cost per size is
pupnmag.com

lower for a projected image, the quality of the
contrast, resolution and color acuity is also
lower. There are some fundamentals that must
be considered prior to a display purchase:
audience size, lighting conditions, and image
fidelity.

Audience and Room Size
Let’s not reinvent the wheel here. InfoComm,
the trade association for the audiovisual
industry, provides a standard to its members
called “Display Image Size for 2D Content
in Audiovisual Systems.” This standard was
developed to help “determine required display
image size and relative viewing positions
according to two defined viewing needs:
basic decision making and analytical decision
making. Image height, image resolution, and
the size of image content are all prescriptive
elements when determining required image
size.
The standard also addresses closest and
farthest viewing distances, as well as relative
horizontal and vertical viewer locations.
It provides formulas to design and display
content when encountering limitations in
an environment.” To support the use of this

pupnmag.com

ANSI standard and to help all users receive
the best AV experience possible, InfoComm
also provides a calculator, which can be
downloaded at their website.

between the right medical diagnosis and the
wrong one.” In these learning environments,
flat-panels generally offer higher quality color
and image acuity than projection displays.

Lighting Conditions

What About 4K?

Also called “ambient light,” the light that
is already present in the room affects the
quality of a projected image more than that
of a direct-view image on a monitor. In high
ambient light conditions (a brightly lit room),
Derbyshire suggests considering three fixes
for a low contrast/ low quality projected
image: “a specialized screen like an ambient
light rejection screen; a high-end, high-lumen
output projector; or a flat-panel.” In these
lighting conditions, flat-panels offer greater
color, greater contrast and better overall image
quality.

Image Fidelity
For specialized situations like when viewing
medical/ health sciences, simulation and other
critical content, Derbyshire reinforces to his
clients that “the image must look exactly like
what is seen through the MRI, microscope or
other tool. Image quality can be the difference

Derbyshire thinks you’d be hard-pressed
to find any flat-panel today that isn’t 4K
compatible. He notes, “Whereas, until recently
(and now only in a very small number of
models), projectors were not 4K. The projector
side is lagging flat-panels in resolution.” The
primary product in classrooms projectors
offers only HD resolution, and the question
still rings: if there is no 4K content, does it
matter? Is 4K compatibility really a win for
flat-panels in the education space? Derbyshire
is hesitant to commit, saying, “I don’t envy the
technology managers’ need to make a decision
on this point. There may not be much content
now but with the advent of new technology
seemingly coming more quickly, what do
you standardize on that gives you the repeatability you need but also gives you longevity
to remain relevant until your next upgrade is
scheduled?”
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Teaching and Technology continued

Collaboration and InteractivityBYOD In, Interactive Displays Out
With the trend toward collaborative and active
learning environments still gaining traction,
many display manufacturers are working to
ensure users get what they need. Interactive
whiteboards, a staple in many K-12 schools,

are not as useful in higher education. Scott
Tiner, Assistant Director for Client Services
at Bates College, has “never been in a meeting
where multiple people are standing at a whiteboard at the same time. Rather, there may be
a single person writing down what others are
saying.

For that purpose, you don’t need a board in the
front of the room. I believe that personal devices,
especially those with annotation capability will
be the future of [higher education] collaboration.”
Derbyshire agrees, adding that in the higher
education world, “there is a migration toward
collaboration and image sharing through mobile
student devices.”
From an educator’s view, Tiner points out
that “most major computer manufacturers
have started developing touch enabled devices,
especially as Microsoft puts out operating systems
designed around touch.” Tiner adds, “We have
several faculty at my college who bring a Surface
into the classroom, connect to the projector and
open OneNote. When they are done, they save
the file and send it on to the students.”
In other words, students and faculty in higher
education learn and collaborate more commonly
in BYO (Bring Your Own) spaces. However, the
challenge is in supporting different devices and
their operating systems which may have varying
connectivity requirements or protocols.
Many display (both flat-panels and projector)
manufacturers offer onboard software to help
users connect to the hardware in a form of collaboration. Sometimes this software requires the
users to download a specific app to their personal
devices, which many are reluctant to do. In some
cases the software may not be compatible with
an operating system or the software may need an
update in order to work reliably.

Even When You Thought Of Everything

There are benefits to both flat-panel and projection
displays. The bottom line is that a decision must
be based on the primary use of the space, room
size, environmental lighting, and specialized
content requirements. Cost, while important, can
only be one piece of the puzzle. It will not, alone,
allow you to create a visually engaging and useful
technology-rich learning experience.
I was visiting a campus a few weeks ago,
touring an “almost, not quite done” building
renovation. The technology integrators were
bringing in new large LED displays to hang in
some of the flex-rooms. The display boxes would
not fit in the elevator, and the freight elevator
was down at the time. That time perhaps:
Projector for the win?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gina Sansivero is
Director of Business Development, Education
at FSR, Inc (www.fsrinc.com) (www.fsr.
education) in Woodland Park, NJ. FSR is a US manufacturer which offers connectivity, infrastructure,
AV, and collaborative technology products worldwide. To reach Gina directly, please email
gsansivero@fsrinc.com or chat on twitter @GinaSans.
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SPORTS AND FITNESS

By Mike Grillo

Gym Must-Haves for Advanced or Athletic Training
When outfitting your facility for advanced trainees and/or athletic
training you want to be sure you have the following pieces of
equipment to ensure an inviting atmosphere for their goals. The
following list is recommended as the most important pieces of
equipment (in no particular order) to have when a trainee is
seeking to improve their fitness performance.
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Power Rack
This is one of the most important pieces of strength equipment
one could buy to outfit a university gym. A power rack is a
useful training tool because of the training variations it can
provide. Accommodating users of all fitness levels, trainees
can work multiple muscle groups on one piece of equipment.
A quality power rack will be where your trainees squat,
bench, and press. It is encouraged to buy a rack with safety
bars—either in the middle of the rack or extending out from
one end. This will reduce the risk of injury if a lift is missed.
Also, be certain the rack is bolted to the concrete; this
is important because heavy weights will be racked and
un-racked and it would be very risky for the trainee if the
rack is sliding or wobbling.
pupnmag.com

Though you want to make your gym a haven for the most serious athletes,

Quality Lifting Accessories
Having high-quality Olympic bars and Powerlifting bars is essential. High quality Olympic
bars will have a less aggressive knurling with
no center knurling break and will have a bit
more “whip,” meaning they flex more under
heavy loads, but do not permanently bend,
even if dropped.
Powerlifting bars, however, will have a
more aggressive knurling, along with a center
knurling break, and will be a bit stiffer to
handle heavier weights. With research, a
hybrid of such bars can be found, fulfilling any
need of any trainee.
Both bumper and steel plates are also gym
essentials. Bumper plates will be used for all
Olympic lifting while steel plates are for power
lifting. Steel plates also take up less room on
a bar and therefore in the gym, providing
challenge for serious trainees and maximizing
storage space within a facility.
Lifting platforms and dip bars are also key
accessories in lifting, as well. A lifting platform
will prevent damage to the gym floor when
weights are dropped while dip bars can be
attached to the power rack to save floor space.

it is also important to be inclusive of those working to get to that level. In the
time spent at your facility, one person may come in performing overhead
presses with a medicine ball and may leave swinging kettle bells at the
heaviest weight offered in your university's fitness center or training facility.

Dip bars are used for dip motions that help
in development of chest and tricep strength.
If trained appropriately, the dip aids users
in progressing to drive in a bench press or
overhead press.

Key Conditioning Pieces

Flat Bench
Although a simple piece of equipment, you will
need a flat bench to bench press in the power
rack. The bench should be fairly hard and
very stable. The bench press is one of the most
dangerous movements because of the bar being
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over the face. Eliminate the risk of a shifting
or moving bench under a load of weights by
buying a bench that has firm padding and a
stable frame.

To also keep a facility ranking among the best
for conditioning, a rower, incline trainer, and
treadmills are essential pieces. A rower is great
because it uses your lower and upper body,
which produces a more robust training effect.
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Gym Must-Haves continued

Similar to a rower, incline trainers are also
known to deliver high cardio results and a lower
body workout simultaneously. Because the
rowers and incline trainers utilize multi-body
movements, they will get your heart rate up
faster and will have a better response to HIIT
training.

A treadmill’s importance in athletics and
recreation can’t be overlooked; distance
running and sprinting (both inclined and
flat) are necessary to any training regimen.
Whether for endurance, stamina or agility, a
treadmill is a staple piece in all gyms.
If given the space, a sled or prowler that

trainees can drag or push is a great tool to
have. Most sleds and prowlers for purchase will
be plate loaded, and your facility will already
have those for lifting. Prowlers are great for
HIIT training because they can be pushed
with maximal effort for short distances while
the same goes for sleds with pulling across
a distance. These tools can also be used as a
warmup for training sessions, as well as being
used for recovery or on a non-training day.

Stretching Equipment
Stretching equipment holds great importance
in any facility. Some gyms opt for floor mats
to allow trainees to choose how to stretch
and stretch bands also serve great function in
pushing the limitations of a user’s mobility.
Other gyms, however, opt for stretching
stations that eliminate the need for floor
stretching by providing users a structure that
has many sources of foot and hand placement
for users to stretch how they like in a more
comfortable, standing position.
Stretch bands also serve a dual purpose—
when looped around the bar and a band peg on
a power rack, extra resistance is applied to the
barbell making lifting motions more difficult.

Miscellaneous Training Tools
Other tools that can be used for functional
exercise (but stored easily when not in use)
include training tools such as plyo boxes and
kettlebells.
Plyometric boxes are boxes of varying height
for trainees to jump on or over as a conditioning drill for novices and athletes alike.
Kettlebells, medicine balls and free weights are
also examples of miscellaneous tools used by
many of varying levels and are able to be used
as sources of progression throughout training.
Though you want to make your gym a
haven for the most serious athletes, it is also
important to be inclusive of those working
to get to that level. In the time spent at your
facility, one person may come in performing
overhead presses with a medicine ball and
may leave swinging kettle bells at the heaviest
weight offered in your university's fitness
center or training facility.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mike Grillo is a
NASM-certified personal trainer for TRUE
Fitness in O’Fallon, MO, with 11 years in
the fitness industry. Grilling holds a BS in Exercise
Science with a certification in CrossFit Level 1.
For more information, please contact TRUE at
(888) 491-2307 or email at info@truefitness.com.
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LEDs and Energy
Management Systems
TAKE NORTHWESTERN ENERGY SAVINGS TO A NEW LEVEL
by Joe Popely

Scott Hayworth is not afraid of the dark. However, as chief electric engineer for
Northwestern University's campus in Evanston, Illinois, he is concerned about light.
pupnmag.com
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Energy Management continued

Hayworth maintains the University’s exterior
lighting system, which, until recently, wasn’t
easy. Light fixtures around campus used
mostly metal halide lamps, which have short
lifespans, are energy-intensive and quickly
lose their brightness once installed. The
lamps left many areas poorly lit and had to be
checked manually by Hayworth’s 15-person
team on a regular basis.
Thanks to Hayworth’s leadership, the
University’s outdoor lighting has been streamlined. Phase one of a two-part project to
replace all of Northwestern’s exterior lighting
with high-efficient LED light fixtures will be
finished in September. The project, which cost
$2.8 million and took more than four years
of pitching, planning and execution, already
has resulted in significant energy savings and
improved labor efficiency.
Most importantly, the project has moved
the University toward achieving its sustainability goals.
In conjunction with the new LED lighting
upgrades, Hayworth installed advanced

integrative software that automatically alerts
him via text message when a bulb burns out,
eliminating the need to send someone around
campus looking for burnt out bulbs. The
software also allows Hayworth to maximize
the entire exterior light system’s efficiency by
remotely controlling brightness levels.
And when a LED fixture malfunctions,
Hayworth and his team can access diagnostics
that will tell them exactly what’s wrong.
"We often base efficiency on kilowatts saved,
instead of focusing on what the systems are
capable of doing to decrease labor,” Hayworth
said. “My team comes in and enjoys its job
more, and I see that boost in morale and
productivity every day.”

A Preview of More to Come
Inside Northwestern’s electric shop, Hayworth
and his staff manage multiple dashboards
controlling the University’s energy usage, a
preview of the type of holistic smart energy
systems the University will employ as part of
its strategic sustainability plan. Most outdoor

lights run on GE LightGrid software, while
indoor lighting for select buildings runs on
Quantum Vue.
For the Northwestern Kellogg School of
Management’s Global Hub, which opened in
March, for example, Hayworth sets Quantum
Vue to maximize energy efficiency based on
available sunlight. The software automatically lowers shades and dims the lights when
the sun is shining, which saves energy via
decreased electricity used on lights and air
conditioning, as the shades cool the building’s
internal temperature naturally.
Eventually, multiple platforms will be
streamlined into one system in which all
energy assets are “talking” to each other,
Hayworth said.
“We do use different platforms, but I
wanted to get the best of the best for each
system (indoor and outdoor) and the best
possible lights,” he said.
The outdoor LED fixtures, meanwhile, are
equipped with photocells that detect light, so
they automatically dim or brighten based on

Clean is an understatement.
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the amount of sunlight. The GE LightGrid
dashboard tools also allow Hayworth to
remotely dim or brighten individual lights
or groups of lights, and set temporary
schedules for special events—such as
turning on lights around Northwestern’s
Ryan Field early and shutting them off later
than usual for a Saturday evening football
game. Hayworth also can respond nimbly
to a stressed electrical grid.
“If in the future ComEd calls and says
we need to reduce our power use [during
peak time usage], we can respond and dim
our lights, reduce our fans and start our
generators without causing a big disruption
to campus,” he said.
Moving forward, Hayworth said
Northwestern’s residence halls are ripe
for installing such energy management
systems. Residence halls could, for example,
reduce fans or regulate the use of washers
and dryers during peak hours, which translates to less stress on the grid, energy savings
and a lower energy bill.

Product solutions for all your fitness facility maintenance needs.

www.athletixproducts.com
+1-864-503-8333
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Energy Management continued

Pushing the Envelope
Hayworth’s team began the mammoth
undertaking of replacing every outdoor light
fixture on campus with LED technology in
December 2016. The lighting and control
upgrades have reduced Northwestern’s energy
usage for lighting by more than 50 percent.
In addition to a more modern, sleek look,
the LED light fixtures provide improved
light levels and distribution. Hayworth’s
team replaced inefficient metal halide lamps
in “acorn” fixtures—which release light in
all directions—with new LED “shoebox”
fixtures, which focus the light directionally to
maximize efficiency and visibility.
Hayworth continues to push the limits of
energy reduction through the outdoor LED
lighting by testing out different lighting levels.
He found that in general, the human eye can’t
detect between 10 and 30 percent dimming.
Hayworth put that principle to the test in
forging a partnership with the City of Evanston
that produced further energy savings.
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Federal standards require certain buildings
to keep on emergency lights when the main
lights are shut off for the night. But Hayworth
worked with the city to dim emergency
lighting as much as possible and shut it off
completely in vacant buildings. The lights
then turn on full blast during emergencies
such as a power outage or a fire.
“I want to partner with the city as much as
possible, and I like to help the fire department
as much as possible,” Hayworth said. “We’ve
discovered that in partnering on these issues,
we are helping others looking to achieve
energy savings. It’s all-inclusive help, from
energy to labor efficiency to other unexpected
benefits.”
Phase two of the project will be another
two-year effort to replace all inefficient
wall-mounted exterior lights on existing
buildings. Northwestern expects to save more
than 300,000 kilowatt-hours per year, or
the annual energy use of 22 homes, after the
project is complete.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joe Popely is a
marketing content specialist at Northwestern University. He lives in Chicago
and volunteers extensively for the U.S. Green
Building Council Illinois chapter as a member of its
Emerging Professionals Committee.
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O&M Savings
from Lab Utilities
by Peter Coffey

Campus laboratories are equipment-intensive,
water-intensive and energy-intensive. It follows, then,
that they are also expensive to operate and maintain. With
student populations leveling out or falling, and college budgets
squeezed, it is reasonable for colleges and universities to look to
laboratories as a source of operating efficiencies and cost savings.

O&M Savings continued

Private colleges can’t rely on state funding, even if it were available from states
facing general budget shortfalls. Instead, many colleges have addressed the
problem with debt financing, or with fees imposed on students in addition to
already lofty tuition costs. Yet the spiraling cost of education makes tuition
increases or fees to cover facility costs an obstacle to maintaining enrollment.

By some accounts, such as the one in the 2006
issue of Managing Lab Maintenance, O&M
budgets are the largest lab expense besides
personnel. This is not surprising, since some
40% of campus buildings were constructed
during the period of 1960-1975 with
post-Sputnik government support for science
and technology programs as enrollments
spiked with the arrival of the baby boomers.
At 50 years old, some of these facilities have
already been renovated, but the Sightlines
Report from 2015 suggests that 24% have still
not been updated.

Budget Pressures
The problem is that as overall campus budgets
came under pressure following the Great
Recession of 2008, operating and maintenance accounts were a major target. Deferred
maintenance became a huge problem, with
many colleges still struggling to get the O&M
line restored to base budgets.
The Hechinger report (2016) indicates
that colleges and universities incurred a $30
billion shortfall in deferred maintenance in
the subsequent years, with the backlog up
some 18% since 2007.

Private colleges can’t rely on state
funding, even if it were available from states
facing general budget shortfalls. Instead,
many colleges have addressed the problem
with debt financing, or with fees imposed on
students in addition to already lofty tuition
costs. Yet the spiraling cost of education
makes tuition increases or fees to cover
facility costs an obstacle to maintaining
enrollment.
The quandary is significant; without
maintenance, the life cycle of already aging
facilities will be shortened. Yet the resources
simply aren’t there to commit extra funds to
compensate for deferred maintenance.
The need to restore O&M budgets
occurs as colleges face renewed demands
for expanded STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math) programs to meet
the current imperatives for a more technically trained workforce. Where will the
money come from? How will colleges and
universities that are struggling with debt and
enrollment obstacles meet the demands for
operating and maintenance budgets?

I N T R O D U C I N G
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Lab Vacuum System Efficiencies
As one of the major cost centers in college
O&M budgets, lab facilities can benefit from
modular, adaptable approaches that enhance
the academic mission of increased STEM
programs while reducing the O&M costs of
these programs.
Several examples of lab vacuum systems
at public and private universities illustrate
how targeted investment in renewal of one
lab utility can simultaneously contribute to
program objectives, while lowering operating
and maintenance costs.
• York College of Pennsylvania expanded
its science programs for nursing and pharmaceutical technology, but the old central
vacuum system didn’t have the capacity to
support the expanded lab sessions. York was
literally forced to cancel some lab sections
because of competition for vacuum resources.
The college installed local vacuum networks
to supplement the central vacuum.
The modular local vacuum networks rely
on a quiet, in-lab pump to support multiple

pupnmag.com
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O&M Savings continued

vacuum users at once and produce vacuum on
demand. The approach was so successful that,
when office space was subsequently converted
to additional labs, local vacuum networks were
again part of the utility plan.

Photo courtesy Vacuubrand
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• Purdue University faced extraordinary
costs to support the biochemistry building’s
lab vacuum system. A steam-driven system
put in place decades before was incurring huge
water and energy costs, along with service
interruptions and substantial maintenance
costs.
After a thorough study of options, the
university replaced the old central system with
local vacuum networks, retrofitting 28 labs
in 60 days with minimal disruption to active
labs. The new vacuum networks significantly
improved the quality of the vacuum available
to scientists and paid for themselves in one
year of utility cost savings. Further, since the
local vacuum pumps have exceptionally long
service intervals, the maintenance burden of
the old system is a thing of the past. (The

pupnmag.com

dry, chemical resistant pumps in the local
vacuum networks have a suggested service
interval of 15,000 operating hours. Vacuum
produced on demand, so the maintenance
interval translates into many years of actual
operation.)

EXPERTS IN VACUUM FOR SCIENCE

• The University of Michigan had installed
compressed airdriven vacuum modules in
many of its labs because the cost of the local
vacuum generators was modest, and the
compressed air seemed to be an available
resource. In practice, however, the university
discovered that the inefficiency of compressed
air production led to high energy costs.
(The U.S. Department of Energy has called
compressed air one of the least efficient means
of converting electrical energy to mechanical
power.)
Based on its experience, the University has
been gradually replacing the compressed air
vacuum units with local vacuum networks;
as individual labs are renovated to accommodate new researchers, the vacuum systems
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O&M Savings continued

Faced with pressure on operating budgets, facility managers can systematically replace energy- and maintenance-intensive laboratory support systems
with technology that saves energy and reduces maintenance costs.

are upgraded. This lab-by-lab approach avoids
the challenge of justifying a huge capital
project to modernize an entire lab utility at
once, while gradually upgrading an entire
research building.
• Johns Hopkins University was relying
on tap-water driven vacuum pumps in its
chemistry teaching labs. These devices also
appear to be a cheap source of in-lab vacuum,
but use large volumes of water and contaminate
it with lab vapors. The water demands were so
great at JHU when multiple labs operated at
once that water pressure dropped to the point
that the units could not produce vacuum.

Making matters worse, the huge volumes
of water would occasionally lead to flooding
in the labs (and the associated maintenance
demands) when drain lines could not handle
the simultaneous flows. When JHU built
its new undergraduate teaching labs, it
also employed the local vacuum network
approach, providing reliable lab vacuum and
contributing to the University’s sustainability
goals by significantly reducing water use.
While all of these examples describe the
use of local vacuum networks to replace alternative means of producing lab vacuum, even
the simple decision to replace aging oil-sealed
vacuum pumps in labs with oil-free, dry

vacuum pumps can make significant contribution to reduced maintenance.
Dr y vacuu m pu mps, employ ing
diaphragms, valves and tubing consisting of
chemical-resistant fluoropolymers, overcome
the need for regular oil changes and eliminate
the corrosive damage of acid or organic
solvent vapors that are sucked into vacuum
pumps in the course of routine use. Not only
are diaphragm pumps better suited to most
lab applications in terms of the vacuum levels
produced, they can offer significant maintenance savings compared with oil-sealed
pumps.

Maximizing Operating Savings
Achieving all of the benefits of reduced
service from dry pumps may require a little
homework. Vacuum pumps differ greatly in
the service intervals offered because of design
differences in the pumps themselves. Even dry
pumps that are described as chemical resistant
can differ by a factor of three to five in the
length of recommended service intervals.
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This means that, for a similar purchase
price, you can lower your long-term vacuum
pump maintenance costs by a factor of three
to five as well. With dozens or even hundreds
of vacuum pumps in the typical lab building,
this choice can make a huge difference in
long-term maintenance burdens.
When diaphragm pumps are equipped with
variable speed motors that respond automatically to user demand, these dry pumps can
reduce energy demands for vacuum by 70
percent or more. One study of a California
Institute of Technology lab found that
vacuum represented about 15% of the plug
load in labs. A 70 percent reduction in energy
used by these pumps could make a significant
contribution to campus energy saving goals.
Going beyond in-lab solutions, dry
pumping options are also now available to
replace oil-and water-sealed central vacuum
system pumps when they reach the end of
their service lives, provided that the piping
network is still intact after years of exposure
to corrosive vapors.

pupnmag.com
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O&M Savings continued

Summary
Faced with pressure on operating budgets,
facility managers can systematically replace
energy- and maintenance-intensive laboratory
support systems with technology that saves
energy and reduces maintenance costs.
Some of these technology options can be
implemented gradually, even a lab at a time to
avoid the delays and impediments of large capital
project approvals. Labs normally represent
a disproportionate part of campus operating
and maintenance costs. With careful planning
and adoption of appropriate technologies,
they can also be a significant source of savings
in these difficult times.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Peter Coffey has
served since 2009 as Vice President at
VACUUBRAND, INC., where he has been
working to bring to North America energy-and
water-saving lab vacuum technology developed by
VACUUBRAND of Germany. Coffey holds degrees in
biology, natural resources management, and business.
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POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN

CONSIDERING A
LIGHTING UPGRADE
by Summer Albergotti

I am frequently asked to visit campuses around the country
in search of potential opportunities or challenges that can
be solved by better lighting. When we tour these campuses,
we take note of specifics so we can supply the area with the
lighting it needs.

Lighting Upgrade continued

Even with the wide variety of campus needs, there
are a few guidelines that will help facility managers
and contractors when considering a lighting upgrade.
Those guidelines include the following items:
Select your team carefully.
Evaluate your lighting team and ensure it features
qualified professionals with relevant experience and
credentials. These people should have acronyms
like LC, CLMC, CSLC, CLEP, CEM, CDSM or
LEED-AP O+M after their names.
Pick one: Retrofit vs. Relight vs. Redesign.
By far this is one of the questions we see the most.
Retrofit is the process of converting an existing fixture
to a more current lighting technology, or using a
more efficient generation of the same technology. A
relight is a “one-for-one” fixture replacement without
relocating installation points, generally using a more
efficient technology and adding controls. A redesign
is the replacement of the existing system with new
energy efficient fixtures and changing the fixture
layout to best suit the lighting requirements of each
space. Controls systems are increasingly being added
to redesigns, so make sure to consider this in the
planning process.
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Lighting Upgrade continued

Understand the macro
goals of the lighting project.
As a result of significant advances in lighting
technology, facility managers are beginning to ask
targeted questions in regard to fixture design and
ability to be maintained or modified over time. Is
your goal maintenance savings, energy reduction,
increased light levels, or all of the above? Are you
considering individual fixture controls or a controls
system? By analyzing your goals, your chosen vendor
can design a lighting proposal that meets specific
needs rather than a solution that is tailored to a more
widespread or general targeted audience.
Understand the visual
tasks performed in the space.
This may be the most important consideration. After
all, the reason for lighting can vary. Are specific
tasks being performed in the space? Is it a collaborative area designed for socializing and interaction?
Is color rendering a critical element? Some of the
most important factors that determine the amount
of light you need are: the time needed to focus on
an object in the space, the size of an object you are
working with, the reflectances in the space, and the
contrast between an object and its background.
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Lighting Upgrade continued

Don’t underestimate rebates,
tax deductions and energy codes.
Do your homework in the planning phase, or ask for help to
identify what rebates are available for retrofits and new fixture
options. Make sure the products being proposed in the solution
get you the best rebate. There is a lot of nuance here, and rebates
can differ by product selection. A large majority of significant
commercial buildings have a Building Management System
(“BMS”) controlling all aspects of operations.
Energy codes frequently require the addition of advanced
lighting controls, with alterations and energy benchmarking
requirements for existing buildings being required by many
cities and states. These factors bring together the perfect opportunity to unite lighting and other building systems under a
“single pane of glass” for control and monitoring.

Approach your proposed solution from a
different angle. Think about maintenance,
replacement of components, ability to tailor light
levels over the fixture lifetime, and the ability to
integrate controls at a later date.

“Future proof” your investment.
Approach your proposed solution from a different angle. Think
about maintenance, replacement of components, ability to tailor
light levels over the fixture lifetime, and the ability to integrate
controls at a later date. Does the lighting solution utilize interchangeable aesthetics? Does it feature the ability to be scaled in
size and output? Also, consider how LED systems now have a
greater life cycle than legacy technologies. Ask tough questions
about the manufacturer behind the product to ensure they will
be around if and when you need product support.
Scrutinize the environment.
In a recent AIA study, architects and building owners noted
they are beginning to place greater emphasis on the impact
of design decisions on human health. Nearly 75 percent of
architects and 67 percent of owners say health considerations
now play a role in how their buildings are designed, indicating
that healthy environments have become an important tool in
marketing to faculty, students and staff. Advances in lighting
technology are having an impact on this trend.
Precisely assess how much light is needed.
Good light levels are always a balance between safety, energy
usage and visual acuity. The amount of light is an important
part of being able to operate efficiently, but too much light will
waste energy and money but it can also be uncomfortable and
unsafe. Consider if overhead lighting alone is sufficient or if
individual task lighting might be appropriate or necessary for
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labs or hands-on work areas. For more intricate areas where
inspection is critical, individual task lighting could be helpful
to achieve the level of visibility for those tasks.
Identify any voltage or circuiting issues.
When relighting a facility, the capacity and condition of the
existing wiring must be examined. It is important to have
the correct voltage and current carrying capacity to support
the new fixtures. The existing wiring also needs to be in good
condition. Don’t install new fixtures that will last a long time
on a building circuit that has limited life. Investigate any and
all surge issues—be it incoming or outgoing. Most people often
forget to consider an additional external surge suppression
system installed at the panel. They may be necessary in areas
with frequent voltage spikes.
Request the facility electrical plan.
Regardless of how old the facility electrical plan is, this can be
a helpful tool in auditing the space. If electrical plans are not
available, obtain a copy of the evacuation route in a building. It
can help keep you on track identifying the areas you’ve already
audited and what you have left.
Take control.
Establish a lighting controls baseline. Are there currently any
controls in place? Are they working? Do they meet the needs
of the facility? Do they meet current energy codes? Once these
questions are answered, you can identify opportunities to use
controls to save energy, meet the codes and provide value. For
example, the simple addition of an occupancy sensor to a high
bay fixture in a storage area can have a huge impact on energy
use and maintenance.
Lighting fixtures that are off or dimmed not only consume less
energy, they reduce the hours a fixture is on thereby increasing
the time interval between re-lamping or additional required
service. And don’t overlook the potential for controls to tune
your lighting system. Controls allow for the user to lower the
output/energy used by the fixture when full output is either not
desired or required.
There are a few simple, strategic tips you can use. First, look
for opportunities to automatically turn off lighting when
not needed (occupancy sensor and time based scheduling).
Secondly, look for opportunities to use natural light to either
reduce the need for artificial lighting or completely eliminate it
during daylight hours. Finally, tune your lighting system. Make
adjustments to ensure you are only using the light you need,
and reduce output and energy consumption wherever possible.
If you are about to make a significant investment in a lighting
retrofit, relight or redesign, performing your due diligence will
help you develop the right lighting solutions that will ensure
you achieve your lighting and financial goals.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Summer Albergotti is a technical training
specialist with Hubbell’s Lighting Solutions Center. She can be
reached at salbergotti@hubbell.com. If you are considering a
lighting upgrade, you can find Hubbell's audit worksheet at
http://www.hubbelllighting.com/solutions/retrofit/tools/audit-design/.
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Two Reasons to Evaluate the Signage on Your Campus
Signs are rarely high on the priority list for most college & university administrations. As long as there are signs…
and perhaps so long as no one is complaining, that should be good enough, right? Well, here are two very good reasons
to take a close look at the signs installed throughout your campus, both inside and out.
1.) To Ensure ADA Compliance

for those without signage ADA experience.

distinguished guests who are visiting your school
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APCO has a team of experts with a proven track

do notice all of those signs. This is the crowd you

Disabled Rights movement successfully lobbied

record of providing ADA compliant sign

need to consider when thinking about signs and

Congress to pass the Americans with Disabilities

solutions for colleges & universities throughout

their importance.

Act in 1990, creating the U.S. Access Board and

the US. Our consultants are available to help

charging them with writing Accessibility Guide-

schools navigate the ADA requirements for

If visitors are already using signs for navigation,

lines. The ADAAG (ADA Accessibility Guidelines)

signs and can perform a comprehensive

why not use signs as visual vehicles to communi-

was published in 1991 and took effect in

compliance evaluation for your current signage

cate additional information as well? Information

January of the following year. For the first time,

program.

that will help set your school apart from the rest!

Grade II Braille was required on interior signs.

Reinforce your school’s brand, display your team’s

However, the ADA as it relates to signage is

2.) Signs Have a Big Impact on Brand

colors, tell your school’s story or at the very least,

much more than simply requiring Braille and

& Image

convey an image of quality that’s on par with the

raised letters on signs. The requirements can be

Think signs are just for labeling spaces and

education and the overall experience your school

quite complex, and with the passing of the

providing directions? Think again. Signs also

has to offer.

updated ADAAG on March 15, 2011, there are a

have a big impact on your school’s image.

number of new details to take into account.

Competition for new students and donors is
Take a look at how many signs there are on

fierce, so take advantage of every opportunity

The updated design standards can be found on

your campus. As upper level students and

possible to put your best foot forward. Signs

the Department of Justice ADA website:

faculty generally know their way around, most

often make the first impression upon visitors to

(https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStan

may not even notice signs on a daily basis.

your campus…and fortunately, can be one of the

dards/2010ADAstandards.htm#marker-100900

Unlike existing students and faculty however,

least expensive means of a campus facelift or

0), but the information can be overwhelming

prospective students, donors and/or other

renovation.

Contact APCO Signs for a Campus Signage Consultation: Phone: 877.988.APCO Email: sales@apcosigns.com
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE
L ASTING IMPRESSIONS

Kent State University CAED Building

The Best Impressions are Made with Brick
Choosing brick over other alternatives is the foundation for a smart, long-term investment in durability and
beauty. Brick gives you the highest quality, energy efficient, environmentally friendly product over other structural
building materials. It has a life expectancy of hundreds of years. Belden Brick is the unparalleled choice above
all other material options. Don’t settle for less. Ask for the best. Ask for the industry leader delivering the largest
selection of more than 500 colors, 20 sizes, 13 textures and unlimited shapes. Belden Brick can meet all your
building needs with the time-honored quality and experience the Belden name represents.

The Standard of Comparison Since 1885
An ISO 9001 Compliant Quality Management System.
An ISO 14001 Compliant Environmental Management System.

beldenbrick.com

4290 Hwy 52 Suite G
Helena, AL 35080

